
Entrance Examination : M.Sc. Statistics, ZOL?
Hall Ticket Number ltttltt

Time : 2 hours

Ma;c. Marks. 100
PartA:25marks
PartB:75marks

fnstructions

1' write your Hail Ticket Number on the oMR Answer sheet given
to you. Also write the Hail Ticket Number in the space provided above.

Answers are to be marked on the OMR answer sheet.

Please rea'd the instructions carefully before marking your answers on the oMR answer
sheet.

Hand over the question paper along with the oMR answer ahrget axterthe examination.

No additional sheets will be provided. Rough work can be done in the question paper
itself/space provided at the end of the booklet.

6. Calculators are not allowed.

7. There are a total of 50 questions in part A and part B together.

8' Each question in Part A has only one correct option and there is negative
marking.

9' rn Part, B some questions have more than one conect option. AII the
correct options have to be marked in the oMR answer sheet otherwise zero

. marks will be credited

10' The appropriate answer(s) should be coloured with either a blue or a black ball point
or a sketch pen. DO NOT USE A PENCIL.

11. THE MAXIMUM MARKS FOR THIS EXAMINATION IS 
'OO 

AND THER^E
WILL BE NO INTERVIEW.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Part-A

o Find the correct answer and mark it on the OMR sheet. Each correct answer gets 1
(one) mark and wrong answer gets -0.33 marks..

I' The mean of 15 distinct numbers is 31 and the median is 28, suppose the largest is
reduced by 4 and the smallest is increased by 1 and the next one by 3,then which of
the statements is correct regarding the mean and median of the modified numbers?

[A ] The mean and median remain the same as before.

[B ] The mean decreases but the median increases.

[C ] Both the median and mean increase.

[D ] the mean increases but the median decreases.

2. Let /(r) be the pdf of a continuous rand.om variable defined on IR,

lA ] / is an increasing function on IR.

lB ] / is a continuous function.

lCl/)oforallz.
tD ] / is always bounded.

3- ,4 and B are two independent events with equal probabilities, it P(AUB) = 0.75.,
then

lAl P(/) : P(B):1/4.

ICI P(A) : P(B) : LlZ.

4. Let x ue the sample mea.n,based on a sampre xr, . . . , x,, the maximum likelihood
estimator for o2 (variance) of a distributed random variable with mean 1 is

wlD,=;x? - |

lBl P(4) : P(B) :314.

lDl P(A) : P(B) :1.

nce) of a normally

[B] 
xl:l(& - x)'?

n
,.', DLt(& - t'2tu1 -.:.---- i 

tDl (X _ Dr.n/,
5' Let X be normally distributed with mean 10 and variance 100, the value of b for which

EIX - bl is least is

lAl 0.

lcl 10.

lBl 5.

[D] none of the above.
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6. 4 dice have been rolled. What is the probability that the sum is less than 2b?

lAj o. lBl L/2.

lcl L/6. [D] 1.

7. One out of 3 balls in a bag is red and the two are blue, one ball is removed, the
probability that one of the remaining two is red is

l^) L/4. tBl 1/3.

lclll2. [D) 2/3.

8. The probability that at least one of ,4 and B occurs is 0.9 and probability that both
A and B occur is 0.4, the probability that atmost one of A and B occurs

lAl 0.6. [B] 0.5.

[C] 0.4. [D] cannot be determined from the given data.

9' How many of 30 balls should be red and how many blue so that the number of possible
arralrgements is maximized?

[A] Red-10, Blue-20. [B] Red-0, Blue-30.

[C] Red-25, Blue-S. [D] None of the previous options.

10. The probability density function of a real valued random variable X is

fx(r):0.5exp(-l"l), -* <r<oo. If forsomea> 0 , p(X >a) -a, then

[A] P(X ( -a) : s. [B] P(X < -a) : 1 - a.

tcl P(lXl ) o) : s. [D] 1:(X ) -a) : a.

11. The sum of 10 real numbers is hundred, the sum of their reciprocals can be

lAl 1/3. lBl rl2.

lc13l4. [D] 2.

12. If the rank of 3 x 3 real matrix .4 is 3, it means that

[A ] the determinant of A is zero.

[B ] one of the rows of A is a linear combination of other rows.

[C ] one of the columns of .4 is a linear combination of other columns.

[D ] the rows of A form a basis in lR3.

Y-1
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13' The expected value of a random variable x taking positive integer values is 2, further
P(X = 1) = 0.1, P(X :2) :0.2, p(X :3) : 0.8, we can say that

[A ] P(X :4) can be equal to 0.16.

[B j P(X:4) is certainly less than 0.16.

[C ] P(X : b) can be equat to 0.2.

[D ] P(X: 5) is more than 0.16.

14. The sum of three numbers is equal to 4, then their product is

[A] at least 4. [B] less than B.

[C] equal to 3. [D] equal to 4.

15. The correlation coefficient between two random variables x and y- pr," is l/2,define
U = 2X - 1, and V : -y * 1g so pu,v is equal to

I^l t/2. [B) _1/2.

lcl o. [D] _111s.

16. Let X and Y be binomial random variables with parameters (n, L/Z) and, (n,IlJ)
rmpectively then

[A] P(X S r) s P(y s j), for j :0,1,2,.. .,,n. tBl E(x) < E(y).

[C] y(X) <V(Y) [D] none of the previous options.

17. Which of the following random variables is bimodal?

[A I & - P(10) Poisson random variable with parameter 10.

tB ] x, - B(15,1/2) Binomiar random variable with parameters (1b, 1/2).

tC I & - l{(10,25) normal random variable with mean l0 and variance 2b.

[D ] & - exp(5) the exponentiar random variable with parameter b.

18' 6 girls Gr,Gz,.' . ,Ga and 10 boys 81, Bz,. .., B1s are randomly made to sit in a row.
what is the probability that none of the girls is at either end?

[^] L/4 [B] 3/8 lcl t/2 [D] 5/8

\-+



19. 9iven below are marks gf 6 students in Engtish and Mathematicsnodir O 6T

Mathematics 92 92 92 gZ 92 gT

[A ] variances of marks in the two subjects are the same.

[B ] Variance of marks in English is less than the variance of ma,rks in Mathematics.

[c ] The correlation between the marks in the two subjects is zero.

[D ] The correlation between the marks is almost 1.

20- Tr and, T2 are two unbiased estimators of a param eter 0,however, v(Tr) < Iz("2). so
to estimate d we should use the

[A ] mean of the observed values of ?r and ?2 because we will be using more infor-
mation then.

[B ] observed values of fi and rz by random selection to be unbiased.

[C ] observed value of fi because it will be certainly closer to d than the observed
value of ?2.

[D ] observed value of fi because it is more likely to be closer to 0 than the observed
value of 72.

21. Consider the following linear programming problem.

maximize 4q * 6sz

subject to rt*2rz < 31

2rt*rz <25
3rr+rz < 30

I1rr2 7 S.

Which of the following is an optimal solution.

[A] "r 
:6.2, nz:'1.2. [B] r, : 5.g, rz: 12.6.

[C] tt - 7.1, uz : !2. [D] r, : 10, 12 : !).

.-1 -+
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22. Based on a sampre of size n from the r/(p, g) popuration to test r/o : tt jpo vs
Ht: F ) pa, the most powerful level a test criterion is: reject Ho if X^t o *frur" X"
is the sample mean. Now suppose ,*ariance is not g but 16, let n/ be the sa,rrple size
required so that the test criterion is: reject Hs if.Xn, ) a is the most powerful level o
test then

[A] is equal to rz. [B] is equal ta Zn.

[C] is more than n but less than 2n. [D] is less than n.
@

23. rhe series t #n:1

[A] diverges. tB] equal to a positive number greater than 20.

[C] equal to 3. [D] equal ro 10.

24' the heights of adult ladies in our country are normally distributed with mean 150cm
and variance 49cm2, if P(0 < Z < o) :0.2b where Z - N(0,1), then half the ladies
have heights between

[A ] (150 - a)cm and (tbO * a)cm.

[B ] 150cm and (tbO * Za)cm.

[C J (150 - 7a)cm and (1b0 * Zo)cm.

[D ] (150 - 7o)cm and (150 * a)cm.

25' The statement "Ashok and Bharat saw Chandru at the cinemahall,,is not true. It
means

] Chandru was not at the cinema hall.

] neither Ashok nor Bharat saw chandru at the cinema hall.

I Bha,rat was not at the cinema hall.

] none of the above.

IA

lB

lc

lD

Y-?



Part-B

r Questions (26)-(37) may have more than one correct option. For the answer
to be right all the correct options have to be marked on the OMR sheet.
No credit will be given for pa,rtially correct answers.

r Questions (38)-(50) may have only one correct option.

r Find the correct answers and mark them on the OMR sheet. Correct answers
(marked in OMR sheet) to a question get 3 marks and zero otherwise.

26. Two events A and B satisfy the following conditions : 0 < p(,4) < 1;0 < p(B) < 1

and P(AIB) : P(A). Then

[A ] ,4 and B are mutually exclusive.

lBlP(BIA):P(B).

[c ] P(A"\B.): P(A").

[D ] A and B are independent events.

27. Pick up a number from the set {1,2,...,100}. Let Aand B denote the events that
the selected number is odd and that the selected number is a prime respectively, so

lAl P(A) : P(A"). lBl P(BIA) > p(B).

l3l P(B'\A") : P(,B"). [D] .4 and B a"re independent evenrs.

28. The random variable X is normally distributed with mean Bb and variance g1. So

lAl E(x) :45. [B] p(x > 5b) : p(X < -bb).

lc] p(x > 45) > p(x < 15). [D] p(x > 45) : p(X < 25).

29. Bag 1 contains 60 balls, 20 each of them numbered 0,1 and 2. Bag 2 also contains 60
balls' But 25 each are numbered 0 and 1 and 10 are numbered 2. A ball is drawn from
each of the bags, let X1 and Xz denote the numbers on the balls drawn from Bag 1

and bag 2 respectively. Then

lA lP(Xl >0) > P(xz>o).

[B]P(Xr>1) >P(X2>1).

[c]E(xl)>E(xr).
rD tE(*) ,r(#)

Y-?
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30' The arithrnetic mean and median of 5 distinct natural numbers are both 7, the maxi-
mum of the b numbers

[A] could be 18. [B] is at teast 19.

[C] is at most 12. [D] is at least g.

31' 10 numbers a^re drawn from the set {1, 2,.. .,100} without replacement. The proba-
bility that

[A ] the mean of the selected numbers is more than 5.5 is greater than 0.gg.

[B ] the median of the serected numbers is 6 is less than 0.0001.

[c J the variance of the selected numbers is more than g is r.

[D ] the maximum of the selected numbers is more than 90 is greater than 0.5.

32. Consider the function

,,-r-[ o r<or\r"t- 
I rn+ (r,-1)(z< Tt.,n:!,2,...

iA ] / is continuous everywhere.

iBl/isbounded.

tC ] / is diffcrcntiablc cvcrywhcrc.

tD j / is non-decreasing in r.

33' Xr, Xz, Xt are independent and identically distributed random ,rarialt"s with mean d,
and variance 1. Let Y1 - {t+42+xt and, y2: &*&, ao

tA ] yt and % are unbiased estimators for d.

tB j h is an unbiased but y2 is not an unbiased estimator for d.

[C ] The correlation coefficient py,,y, between y1 and y2 is greate r than ll2.
[D ] Variance of y1 is less than varian ce of. y2.

34' Let ffin, Mn and ur, be the mean) median and variance respectively of the first n(> 5)
natural numbers, remove 1 and n from this set, let m!n, Mi and ul denote the same
for the new set, then

[Al rr": trln; uL I un. lBl ML: Mn, u,n 1an.

ICI *r: rnn, M'r: Mn, utn: un. [D] ^l* 
< rnn, ML < M*.

Y-+



35. A1, Az, As and A4 are independent events and p(,4;) :1/4,for z __ L,2,8,,4 then

[A ] the probability that at least one of them occurs is 1.

[B ] the probability that at least one of them occr.,si is less than B/4.

[C ] the probability that at most one of them occurs is more than L/4.

[D ] the probability that exactly two of them occur is more than r/4.

. 
36. x - "8(60, *)). so

lLl P(X : 48) < P(X: 4b). tBl p(X : 20) S p(X : 48).

lcl P(X : 6) < P(X : s4). [D] p(X : 30) < p(X: 2b).

37' x is arandom variable withprobabilitymassfunction p(x : r):pq,-r,r: L,2,...,A<p{L,p*g:1.. Then

lAl P(x > j) : d. [B] E(x) > t.

[c]v(x) > E(x). tDl y(x) < E(x).

38. A and B are two evenrs with p(A) : 2lJ; p(B) : 2/J; p(AlB) : B/4. Then p(AlB")
[AJ is equal to I/3. [B] is equat to L/2.

[c] is equal to 2/J- [D] cannot be determined from the given data.

39' Let (x,Y) denote a randomly selected point in a square of area 1. what is the
probability of the event that lX _yl < I/J ?

lAl 1/3. [B) 2/s.

[c) 4/e. [D] sle.

40' F}omabagcontaining6 whiteballs (allalike), either l or 2or 3or4 or5 or6 are taken
out with probabilities 1/6 each , then the balls drawn are painted red and returned to
the bag (now this bag contains at least one red ball). Now a ball is taken from this bag
and it is red' what is the probability that the number of balls taken out and painted
red in the beginning was 4?

[A] 4121. [B] 612t.

[c] 1/3. [D] 8/21.

,l_1
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A bag contains 100 slips. n1 of them are numbered 1, n2 ate numbered 2, n3 are

numbered 3, n4 are numbered 4 and the remaining ns are numbered 5. 50 draws are

made with replacement. The frequency distribution of these 50 numbers is given below :

number 1

frequency I
2345
10 11 L2 8.

To test the hypothesis that Ttrt,rLz,rts,Tt4 and n5 are equal, the X2 goodness of fit statistic

IS

lAl 0.

l^l tl4.

lcl 1/6.

[B] equal to 5.

[D] more than 5.

lBl 1. lcl L12. lDl u4.

42. The probability distribution of a random va,riable is as follows :

x1234
P(X:x) Pr 2p, p2 Pz 

where 0 < p' < Ll2' From the above distribution'

we have the following sample of size 6 : 1, 3, 3, 4, 2, 2. The maximum likelihood

estimate of p1 is

[B] 1/5.

lDl 1/7.

43. Consider a data set of marks in a public exam. It is found fhat 75% of them are within

10 from the mean marks. According to Chebychev's inequality the standard deviation

of the marks is

[A] less than 4,

[C] equal to 4.

44. A coin for which the probability of heads showing up on tossing it is p is tossed 15

times. The first head appeared in the 3rd toss and 6 heads showed up in the 15 tosses,

unbiased estimates for p and lf p ate respectively

[A] 6/15 and 15/6. [B] 1/3 and 3.

lcl 6/15 and 3. [Dl 1/3 and 15/6.

45. A coin is tossed 7 times and the outcomes are HTTHHTH, if the probability of the

coin showing up heads upon tossing is p, an unbiased estimate for p2 is

l^l L12.

lcl517.

lBl2l7.

lDl 16/4e.

\-+
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46' Let Rt, Rz and .Rs be the rows of 3 x 3 non singular real matrix A,let the first row of
B be 2R1, the second row of B be Rz * fiaand suppose the third row of B is .R2, then

[A] B is singular. [B] rank(B):3.

[C] rank(A*B):2. [D] ra,nk(B-A):2.

47. Let X and Y be independent and identically distributed ra"ndom variables with prob-

ability distributions given by P(X : f ) : -j-:. j : !,2,... then the value of, i(i + r)'
P(X : Y) is in the interval

[A] (0,1/41. IBI (Ll[,rlzl.

lc) (112,3/41. [D] (3/4,11.

48. X1, . . . , xn is a random sample from the N(p,o') population. Let X be the sample

mean and s2 be the statistic *i,* -X)' an unbiased estimator for p3 is
d:1

-alA I x".

-a[B]x"-3s2

P f -"t - 
3 xX x s2.

n

tDl(X-s'lr)3.

49. X1, X2 arc a random sample from the variable X with probability mass function

P(X : u) : p'(l - p)r-",r : 0, 1 and 0 < p < 1 which of the following statements is

correct?

[A I Xt - Xz is not a sufficient statistic for p. .

[B ] (Xt + X2)12 is not a suffi.cient statistic for p.

[C ] (X, + X2)12 is not an unbiased estimator for p.

lD I X, is a sufficicnt statistic for p.

50. Suppose X is a random variable following exponential distribution with mean 1/,\ if
its median is 0.6 the mean is

[A] 1/log2. [B] l/loga.

[C] 0.6/lo92. [D] log2la.6.
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